University Vocabulary
There are some words relating to university which might be unfamiliar to you. Work out what they
mean by matching the definitions below, use the table at the bottom of the page for your answers
A) A type of lesson at university. It is led by the university teacher and they talk through their own topic. There is usually

1. Lecture Theatre

no discussion, and students listen and take notes. It usually takes place in a lecture theatre with lots of other people,
sometimes more than 200.

B) A chunk or unit of a university subject. Each one is worth a certain amount of credits and you have to have 120 credits

2. Personal
Academic Tutor

every year of studying. Some are compulsory to make sure everyone has certain knowledge. Others are your choice, so
you get to decide what topics you study.

C) A small class that usually takes place after a lecture in order for students to discuss the topics of the lecture in more

3. Lecturer

detail with each other and their teacher. It's normally with much fewer people than would have been in your lecture
which gives you a chance to get involved with the discussion.

D) The name of the qualification you study for whilst at university. Most last for three years, but some are longer. (You

4. Dissertation

could research which ones are longer!)

E) An individual meeting with your lecturer/teacher to discuss your work or any concerns you have. Each lecturer has a

5. Module

schedule each week where you can book a slot to see them.

F) The ceremony at the end of studying that celebrates all of the hard work done for your time at university. You collect

6. Undergraduate

your certificate, and everyone wears a special outfit which is a gown and a special flat hat with a tassel called a mortarboard.

G) The grounds and buildings of a university. Some universities have one large campus where all of their buildings are,

7. Students’ Union

including accommodation, learning spaces and social spaces such as a bar, gym, sports fields. Other universities have
several campuses, each with different facilities.

H) This is an organisation which is run by students who are elected each year. It is responsible for making sure that

8. Tutorial

students' opinions and views are heard by university leaders. They also run some facilities such as the on-site bar, sports
clubs and societies.

I) A university teacher. They deliver lectures and mark the work that is submitted for each module.

9. Graduation

J) The name given to university accommodation where students can live if they wish. They have different types depending

10. Campus

on your budget or preferences. In some, you share your bathroom or kitchen with your flatmates, and others you have
your own facilities.

K) A member of teaching staff who looks after any academic concerns you might have while studying. Every student is

11. Seminar

assigned one of these to make sure that they have someone to talk to if they have any questions.

12. Halls of
Residence

L) A large venue where lectures take place. It has a screen at the front and rows of seats, a bit like a theatre or cinema.
There is desk space or tables for students to take notes. They can often hold hundreds of people

M) A social club or group at university that is based around a shared interest or theme. They are led by students, and

13. Lecture

usually meet each week. All of these groups are facilitated by the Students' Union so they publicise what is available for
people to join.

N) A social club or group at university that is based around a shared interest or theme. They are led by students, and

14. Society

usually meet each week. All of these groups are facilitated by the Students' Union so they publicise what is available for
people to join.

O) A social club or group at university that is based around a shared interest or theme. They are led by students, and

15. Degree

Answers

usually meet each week. All of these groups are facilitated by the Students' Union so they publicise what is available for
people to join.
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